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Abstract

The pre-training task is indispensable for the text-to-
image person re-identification (T2I-ReID) task. However,
there are two underlying inconsistencies between these two
tasks that may impact the performance: i) Data inconsis-
tency. A large domain gap exists between the generic im-
ages/texts used in public pre-trained models and the specific
person data in the T2I-ReID task. This gap is especially se-
vere for texts, as general textual data are usually unable to
describe specific people in fine-grained detail. ii) Train-
ing inconsistency. The processes of pre-training of images
and texts are independent, despite cross-modality learning
being critical to T2I-ReID. To address the above issues,
we present a new unified pre-training pipeline (UniPT) de-
signed specifically for the T2I-ReID task. We first build
a large-scale text-labeled person dataset “LUPerson-T”,
in which pseudo-textual descriptions of images are auto-
matically generated by the CLIP paradigm using a divide-
conquer-combine strategy. Benefiting from this dataset,
we then utilize a simple vision-and-language pre-training
framework to explicitly align the feature space of the im-
age and text modalities during pre-training. In this way, the
pre-training task and the T2I-ReID task are made consis-
tent with each other on both data and training levels. With-
out the need for any bells and whistles, our UniPT achieves
competitive Rank-1 accuracy of, i.e., 68.50%, 60.09%, and
51.85% on CUHK-PEDES, ICFG-PEDES and RSTPReid,
respectively. Both the LUPerson-T dataset and code are
available at https://github.com/ZhiyinShao-H/UniPT.

1. Introduction
Text-to-image person re-identification [23] (T2I-ReID)

is a retrieval task that aims to search specific person im-
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Figure 1. Pipeline comparison on (a) general pre-training in pre-
vious works, (b) T2I-ReID tasks, and (c) our unified pre-training
(UniPT). Our UniPT shares a similar format with the T2I-ReID
pipeline at both the data and training levels.

ages based on natural language descriptions [23]. Com-
pared with large-scale datasets in general image-text re-
trieval tasks [34, 24, 51], existing T2I-ReID datasets suffer
from limited scale and diversity. Therefore, the prior knowl-
edge learned through large-scale pre-training is critical if
good performance on the T2I-ReID task is to be achieved.

Previous works [60, 56, 44, 25, 30] simply utilize pub-
licly released pre-trained models that have learned from
generic data. In more detail, the visual encoders [14, 6]
are usually pre-trained on ImageNet [33], while the tex-
tual encoders [16, 4] learn on hundreds of millions of
words [65, 4]. These models naturally serve as the initial
parameters of visual and textual encoders in T2I-ReID. The
existing literature [48, 35, 8, 57, 42, 5] thus pays more at-
tention to designing various cross-modality modules to mit-
igate the modality gap [48, 35, 8] and the part-alignment
problems [57, 42, 5] instead. No extant research has yet
investigated how the pre-training task affects the following
T2I-ReID task.

In this paper, we make the first attempt to explicitly re-
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veal the inconsistencies between the existing pre-training
task and the T2I-ReID task. As shown in Figure 1, there are
two main inconsistencies: i.e., data and training. Regarding
the data inconsistency, we observe that the pre-training data
are obtained from various objects and scenes, while the T2I-
ReID data are specific to pedestrians: a large domain gap
exists between these two kinds of datasets. A similar ob-
servation can be made with respect to image-based person
ReID [9, 28, 10]. Accordingly, [9] proposes a large-scale
person dataset, i.e., “LUPerson”. Despite the possibility of
initializing the visual encoder with LUPerson pre-trained
models, this approach is not optimal due to the remaining
textual gap. In fact, the generic text data fail to describe
the person in the kind of fine-grained detail that is crucial to
capturing an individual person’s characteristics. This high-
lights the requirement of a large-scale image-text person
dataset for the pre-training. Moreover, regarding training
inconsistency, it is worth noting that the initial visual and
textual models in previous methods are pre-trained indepen-
dently. This approach might not be suitable for T2I-ReID,
since the interaction between images and texts key to nar-
rowing down the modality gap. We therefore consider how
to directly apply the modality interaction during the pre-
training to match the process in T2I-ReID.

To this end, we present a novel unified pre-training
pipeline, UniPT, which is specifically designed for the T2I-
ReID task. Enabled by LUPerson [9], we create a new
text-labeled variant, i.e., LUPerson-T, for the model pre-
training. Removing the labor and cost associated with man-
ual annotation, the pseudo-text descriptions are derived au-
tomatically using a novel divide-conquer-combine strategy
based on CLIP [32]. Specifically, we first divide the person
characteristics into attribute phrases, e.g., “a blue striped
shirt” and “long hair” (divide stage). Next, we convert these
phrases to prompts, and input them into the frozen CLIP
model to obtain the most matched attributes for specific per-
son images (conquer stage). Subsequently, we insert the
matched attributes into pre-defined templates to obtain com-
plete pseudo-texts. Moreover, we adopt synonym substitu-
tion to enrich the diversity of descriptions (combine stage).
Despite the noise contained in the pseudo-texts, LUPerson-
T focuses describing individual persons in detail, effectively
reducing the data domain gap between the pre-training and
the T2I-ReID tasks.

Based on the LUPerson-T dataset, we simply use the
vision-and-language pre-training framework in the pre-
training process. Inspired by CLIP [32], we employ the
contrastive loss on pairs of person images and their pseudo-
texts. Meanwhile, we apply the masked language model
objective [4] to prevent the underlying over-fitting. In this
way, the features of images and texts can be made to align
with each other during the pre-training, ensuring that the
training processes of the pre-training and T2I-ReID tasks

Task Dataset Person Image Text
Only Size Size Source

ImageNet [33] × 1.3M - -
Pre- Text data in [4] × - 3.3B Words Collected
training LUPerson [9] ✓ 4M - -

LUPerson-T (Ours) ✓ 1.3M 1.3M Generated

T2I-ReID
CUHK-PEDES [23] ✓ 40,206 80,412 Labeled
ICFG-PEDES [5] ✓ 54,522 54,522 Labeled
RESPReid [63] ✓ 20,505 40,110 Labeled

Table 1. The statistics comparison on the pre-training datasets and
the T2I-ReID datasets.

are consistent. In summary, our key contributions are as
follows:

• We first reveal the data and training inconsistencies be-
tween the pre-training and T2I-ReID tasks.

• We build a text-labeled dataset LUPerson-T, in which
the pseudo text descriptions are automatically gener-
ated by the proposed divide-conquer-combine strategy.

• We propose a unified pre-training pipeline, namely
UniPT, on LUPerson-T to make the pre-training and
the T2I-ReID task consistent at both the data and train-
ing levels.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments and analyses
to show the effectiveness of our UniPT. Our method
outperforms current state-of-the-art methods on three
benchmarks.

2. Related Work
2.1. Vision-Language Pre-training Models

The Transformer has attracted a lot of attention in the
fields of computer vision and natural language processing.
Many vision-language pre-training tasks apply the Trans-
former as their base structure [3, 20, 21, 27, 37, 38, 40, 62].
Depending on their model structure, the existing vision-
language pre-trainin (VLPT) methods can be categorized
into two-stream and single-stream models. Several two-
stream models [37, 38, 40] fuse two modalities after extract-
ing visual features and textual features respectively. Others,
using an approach similar to CLIP, extract the features of
two modalities completely separately and only employ con-
trastive loss at the end of the process. For their part, the
single-stream models [3, 20, 21, 27, 62] process the image
feature and the language feature together as a joint distri-
bution. Approaches of this kind require the paired text and
image to be fed into the network together. Recently, several
works [50, 43] have attempted to explore the use of a shared
backbone for both modalities. [50] explores a Modality-
Shared CLIP architecture, in which the visual encoder and
textual encoder share the parameters. Besides, [43] explores
unified models for language, vision, and multimodal pre-
training.
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Figure 2. The overview of the pseudo text generation in LUPerson-T via the proposed divide-conquer-combine strategy. In stage1, we
divide the person characters into attribute phrases. In stage2, we assemble these attribute phrases into prompts, and send them to the frozen
CLIP model. According to the cosine similarity between text and image embeddings, we choose the most matched attribute phrases. In
stage3, we combine the matched attributes into the pre-defined templates to obtain complete sentences.

2.2. Text-to-Image Person ReID

Recently, text-to-image ReID has begun to attract more
research attention, despite being more challenging than the
general image-based ReID tasks [58, 39, 52, 61, 53, 59,
54, 11, 10, 15, 28, 49, 64] and the general cross-modal re-
trieval tasks. Existing works of this kind can be divided
into global-embedding methods and local-embedding meth-
ods. Methods in the former category [60, 56, 44] directly
create one dual-stream network to extract the features of
different modalities, which align the global feature vec-
tors to a common space. Methods in the latter category
[23, 22, 2, 17, 29, 42] design various kinds of model struc-
tures or objective functions to obtain and align the local
features. For example, MGEL [42] used a coarse-to-fine
approach to learn local visual features on different spa-
tial scales for different words or phrases. These local-
embedding methods are usually based on a two-stream
backbone, to which several local alignment modules are
added. IVT [36] utilized a single network to learn rep-
resentation for both modalities. The network shares the
same multi-head attention module but allots different FFNs
to different modalities. However, it faces one significant
problem: pre-training. To address this issue, in this paper,
we automatically generate natural language description tags
for LUPerson’s pedestrian images and utilize this pseudo-
labeled dataset for our pre-training.

3. LUPerson-T: LUPerson with Pseudo-Texts
Existing T2I-ReID datasets cover very limited data

scales. As shown in Table 1, the largest T2I-ReID dataset,
ICFG-PEDES [5], only contains fewer than 0.06M image-
text pairs. Therefore, current T2I-ReID methods [60, 56,
44, 25, 30] directly use models pre-trained on large-scale

databases like ImageNet [33] or generic texts [4]. How-
ever, these approaches overlook the fact that a large do-
main gap exists in these contexts, since the pre-training
data are inconsistent with the T2I-ReID data. In detail,
generic images consist of various objects and scenes that are
not images of specific individual people, while T2I-ReID
datasets only contain pedestrians. Reviewing image-based
ReID [11, 28, 10], pre-training on the large-scale unlabeled
person dataset LUPerson [9] has demonstrated the effective-
ness of pre-training on person images. It is practicable to
replace the initial visual encoder with a model pre-trained
on LUPerson; however, the textual inconsistency still exists
under these circumstances. Moreover, the generic textual
descriptions are usually coarse, while those in T2I-ReID
datasets are fine-grained to describe each person’s charac-
teristics. We therefore naturally pose a question: can we im-
prove the pre-training feature representations with a large-
scale text-image person dataset for T2I-ReID?

In this paper, we create a text-labeled variant of LUPer-
son [9], named LUPerson-T. LUPerson-T consists of 1.3M
person images (a subset taken from [28]) along with their
corresponding textual descriptions. Dispensing with the
need for manual annotations, we propose a divide-conquer-
combine strategy to generate pseudo-texts for person im-
ages. In the following, we will carefully introduce this strat-
egy. To the best of our knowledge, LUPerson-T is the first
visual-and-language pre-training dataset aimed at pedestri-
ans. We make LUPerson-T public and hope that this dataset
can help to progress research in the area of person ReID.

3.1. Divide-Conquer-Combine Strategy: Pseudo
Text Generation

Since the manual annotation of person descriptions is
time-consuming, we opt to automatically generate pseudo-
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Figure 3. The WordCloud of high-frequency words (left) and the
frequency of attributes in the optional set (right).

texts. Inspired by CLIP [32], a recent language-image pre-
training approach that performs well on zero-shot tasks, we
make an effort to obtain matched textual descriptions for
a specific person image. However, it is challenging for
CLIP to directly generate complete and fine-grained person
descriptions. We thus propose a divide-conquer-combine
strategy to split a difficult problem into sub-problems, then
integrate the corresponding sub-solutions into a complete
one. The overview is presented in Figure 2.
Divide. First of all, we examined most person images in the
dataset and extract 14 kinds of attributes based on their fre-
quency of occurrence. We intuitively group these attributes
into two sets, i.e., the required set and the optional set.
The required set includes 6 attributes, namely <age>, <gen-
der>, <upper clothes>, <lower clothes>, <action> and <hair
length>, meaning that every person must possess all of these
attributes1. The optional set contains attributes that a per-
son is likely to have, including <bag>, <glasses>, <smoke>,
<hat>, <cellphone>, <umbrella>, <gloves> and <vehicle>,
for a total of eight attributes. These 14 attributes cover
most basic aspects of pedestrian appearances and already
facilitate good pre-training2. Each attribute additionally has
its own phrases based on its classes. For example, <upper
clothes> contains “a blue striped shirt”, “a white pure color
t-shirt”, “a blue plaid wind coat” and so on. Please refer to
the supplementary material for more details. These phrases
are initial version in this stage that are artificially designed
by ourselves, which will be then extended by synonym sub-
stitution in the combine stage.
Conquer. This is the most important step of the text gen-
eration. To make better use of the CLIP model, we con-
vert attribute phrases into the standard prompt format, i.e.,

1To be more precise, each person has a high probability of exhibiting
each of the required attributes, since there may exist blur, occlusion, trun-
cation, and so on in person images. For simplicity, we do not consider
these problems in this paper.

2We conjecture that introducing more attributes is potential to bring
further improvement that we leave for the future work.

“A photo of a person <phrases>”3. We then put the person
images into the frozen CLIP visual model to obtain visual
representations, and the prompts into the frozen CLIP tex-
tual model to get textual features. Here, we use the ViT-
B/16 model [1]. Subsequently, for each person image fea-
ture, we calculate cosine similarities between itself and all
prompt features. Then, for each of the required attributes,
we choose the most similar phrase. For each of the optional
attributes, we choose the satisfied phrase with a softmax
probability larger than 0.9. In this way, we can select the
most relevant attribute phrases for person images.
Combine. Next, the selected attribute phrases should be
combined together to produce complete sentences. In detail,
we pre-defined 456 templates with “blank” positions for
phrases, e.g., “The <age> <gender> is <action>, wearing
<upper clothes> and <lower clothes>. The <gender> wears
<glasses> and carries <bag>. <gender> has <hair length>.”
Different templates have different patterns and diverse at-
tribute blanks. For a person image, we randomly choose
one template, then automatically fill its candidate phrases
from the conquer stage into the corresponding blanks. It is
common knowledge that the richness of vocabulary has a
large impact on the quality of a dataset; we thus also use
synonym substitution to enrich the diversity of the textual
descriptions.

The proposed divide-conquer-combine strategy is auto-
matic. Although we provide pre-defined templates, this ef-
fort is trivial compared to manual annotation. Based on this
strategy, we can easily obtain a large-scale person-specific
dataset with image and text pairs.

3.2. Properties of LUPerson-T

Table 1 provides the statistics of LUPerson-T and ex-
isting T2I-ReID datasets up to now. LUPerson-T contains
about 1.3M image–text person pairs, making it the largest
T2I-ReID dataset in existence, even though the text descrip-
tions are pseudo-texts. The optional set appears 580,257
times in total, in which the occurrence frequency of four at-
tributes accounts for 94% of all optional attributes (namely
<bag>, <cellphone>, <glasses> and <hat>). Among them,
the <bag> attribute appears most frequently (about a 38%
chance).

4. Unified Pre-Training for T2I-ReID Task
Based on LUPerson-T, we can apply vision-and-

language pre-training frameworks. Unlike solely visual or
solely textual pre-training, these frameworks can perform
interactive learning between images and texts. In other
words, the pre-training shares a unified behavior as T2I-
ReID tasks. For simplicity, we refer to this unified pre-

3There are minor modifications based on different phrases, e.g., “A
photo of a <gender>”.
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Figure 4. Overview of our UniPT pipeline.

training pipeline on LUPerson-T as UniPT.

4.1. UniPT: Unified Pre-training on LUPerson-T

We follow CLIP [32] as our basic framework. We feed
images and texts into the image encoder and text encoder to
obtain visual and textual features, respectively. These two
modality features are forced into a multi-modal embedding
space by jointly training the visual and textual encoders.
The objective function is the contrastive loss [55, 31, 32] on
visual and textual feature representations. Besides, we also
introduce the mask language model (MLM) pre-training ob-
jective in [4] to prevent the underlying over-fitting.
Contrastive loss on image-text pairs. Given a mini-batch
of N image-text pairs, we aim to predict which of the
N × N possible image-text pairings across a batch are
truly matched (or not). The cosine similarity matrix of
N × N image-text pairings is calculated on visual em-
beddings VVV = {vvv1, vvv2, ..., vvvN} and textual embeddings
TTT = {ttt1, ttt2, ..., tttN}. The contrastive loss acts to maximize
the cosine similarity of the real matched pairs of image and
text embeddings while minimizing that of the N2 - N in-
correct pairings. We apply the symmetric contrastive loss
function used in [32], which is formulated as follows:

LI2T =
1

N

N∑
n=1

− log(
exp(sim(vvvn, ttt+))∑N
i=1 exp(sim(vvvn, ttti))

),

LT2I =
1

N

N∑
n=1

− log(
exp(sim(tttn, vvv+))∑N
i=1 exp(sim(tttn, vvvi))

),

Lcon = (LI2T + LT2I)/2,

(1)

where vvvi/ttti is the i-th image/text representation of a batch.
ttt+ is the corresponding textual description of vvvn. Simi-
larly, vvv+ and tttn are a matched image-text pair. sim(aaa,bbb) =
aaaTbbb/ ||aaa|| ||bbb|| denotes the cosine similarity between the two
vectors aaa and bbb.
Mask language model objective on texts. Recall that
CLIP contains 400M image–text pairs, representing ade-
quate textual diversity. In contrast, the text descriptions in
our LUPerson-T are specific for each person, constructed by
a relatively small scale of attribute phrases. Therefore, us-
ing only the contrastive loss may result in over-fitting. Ac-

cordingly, in order to learn more robust representations, we
also employ the mask language model (MLM) [4] objective
in our pre-training. Specifically, we randomly mask 15%
of the tokens in a sentence, following [4]. The objective of
MLM is to predict the masked words based on their context.
Let x denote a person’s textual description, while M is the
set of the randomly masked positions of x. The formula of
the MLM loss is defined as follows:

Lmlm = −
∑
i∈M

log p(xi|x\M), (2)

where x\M is the masked version of x. The target of the
masked word is its corresponding vocabulary id [4]. With
MLM loss, the optimization of the pre-training task is made
more difficult to prevent the over-fitting problem.
Total optimization. We use the contrastive loss and the
MLM loss together to optimize the overall UniPT frame-
work. The final loss function is as follows:

Lpre = Lcon + βLmlm, (3)

where β = {0, 1} controls whether or not the MLM loss
is used. When β = 0, the optimization is reduced to using
only contrastive loss. By default, we set β = 1 so that Lcon

and Lmlm are used together.
Model architecture. The model architecture is illustrated
in Figure 4. We attach a 1 × 1 convolution layer to the
visual and textual encoder respectively to project the image
and text features into the same dimension. Subsequently,
we conduct a max-pooling operation on both the visual and
textual features to obtain the global embeddings of VVV and TTT
for model training.

4.2. Supervised Learning on T2I-ReID datasets

Based on our UniPT models, we next conduct supervised
fine-tuning on the downstream T2I-ReID datasets. We use
the identification loss [39, 56] and ranking loss [7] on global
and granularity-unified features [35] for optimization.
Identification loss. Inspired by [39, 56], we adopt cross-
entropy loss as the identification (ID) loss. For a specific
visual feature vvv and textual feature ttt, we denote the pre-
dicted identity probability as ŷv and ŷt, respectively. The
identification loss is formulated as follows:

Lid(vvv, ttt) = −(y log ŷv + y log ŷt), (4)

where y is the ground-truth person ID label for the vvv and ttt
pair. Following [5], we use a shared classifier to get image
and text probabilities.
Ranking loss. The ranking loss [7] is commonly used to
align visual and textual modalities. It is based on the simi-
larity of the text-image triplets, which is formulated as fol-
lows:

Lrk(vvv, ttt) = max(α− sim(vvv, ttt+) + sim(vvv, t−), 0)

+ max(α− sim(ttt, vvv+) + sim(ttt, vvv−), 0),
(5)
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Pre-training data
Backbone

CUHK-PEDES ICFG-PEDES
Image Text Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-1 Rank-5

IN [33] Text [4]
DeiT-small [41] 65.30 83.19 57.60 74.53

ViT-B/16 [6] 66.59 84.40 58.62 75.31

LUP-T LUP-T
DeiT-small [41] 66.83 84.16 59.08 75.92

ViT-B/16 [6] 68.50 84.67 60.09 76.19

Table 2. LUPerson-T boosts the T2I-ReID performance. Previ-
ous works [60, 56, 44, 25, 30] use the pre-trained models on Im-
ageNet [33] and generic texts [4] as the visual and textual models
(in the top block). Differently, our UniPT utilizes the pre-trained
models on the proposed LUPerson-T (in the bottom block). The
abbreviations {“IN”, ’Text’, ’LUP-T’} represent ImageNet [33],
generic texts in [4] and our LUPerson-T respectively.

Type
Pre-training models CUHK-PEDES ICFG-PEDES
Visual Textual Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-1 Rank-5

Single SSL [28] BERT [4] 60.14 77.33 47.25 66.58
Single Ours BERT [4] 65.01 82.60 58.15 75.05
UniPT Ours Ours 66.83 84.16 59.08 75.92

Table 3. Our unified pre-training pipeline (UniPT) improves the
feature representations of both visual and textual modalities. “Sin-
gle” means that the visual and textual models are pre-trained inde-
pendently. For a fair comparison, all experiments use small-size
ViT as the visual backbone, and BERT as the textual backbone.

where ttt+/vvv+ and ttt−/vvv− denote the positive sample and the
semi-hard negative sample [13] of vvv/ttt respectively. α is the
hyper-parameter of the margin.
Granularity-unified loss. In the T2I-ReID task, the gran-
ularity alignment is key to reducing the modality gap be-
tween text and image [35]. Therefore, we also employ the
prototype-based granularity unification (PGU) module pre-
sented in [35] to extract the granularity-unified features ṽvv
and t̃tt. Following [35], we apply the identification loss and
the ranking loss on ṽvv and t̃tt, which is formulated as follows:

Lpgu = Lid(ṽvv, t̃tt) + Lrk(ṽvv, t̃tt). (6)

Total optimization. The overall loss function in the T2I-
ReID supervised fine-tuning stage is as follows:

Lft = Lid + Lrk + γLpgu (7)

where γ = {0, 1} controls whether or not the granularity-
unified loss is used. When γ = 0, we only employ Lid and
Lrk on vvv and ttt: when γ = 1, the additional Lpgu is added
for the supervised learning (our default setting).

5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Datasets. We evaluate three T2I-ReID datasets, i.e.,
CUHK-PEDES [23], ICFG-PEDES [5], and RST-
PReid [63]. The statistics of these three datasets are listed
in Table 1.
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yellow patterned sleeveless tank top, 

helmet and dark pants. He has short 

hair.

The standing man wears a black 

coloured suit jacket. He wears a pair 

of trousers. He leggings are grey.

A short hair male with the cell 

phone is wearing a black down 

jacket. He is standing in the street in 

his feet.

The short hair middle-aged man is 

going on foot who is wearing gray 

plaid t-shirt and dark long trousers.

Figure 5. Visualization of some examples in LUPerson-T. These
sentences can fairly accurately describe the appearance of the hu-
man body in a fluent sentence pattern.

Method Backbone
CUHK-PEDES ICFG-PEDES
Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-1 Rank-5

CLIP [32]
ResNet50 61.25 81.34 52.34 71.19
ViT-B/16 66.34 84.18 59.01 75.96

UniPT
DeiT-small 66.83 84.16 59.08 75.92
ViT-B/16 68.50 84.67 60.09 76.19

Table 4. Our UniPT vs. CLIP [32]. CLIP is also a vision-
and-language pre-training framework. Our UniPT pre-train on
LUPerson-T, and CLIP uses the generic image-text pairs.

Evaluation metrics. We adopt the popular Rank-k metrics
(k = 1, 5, 10) as the evaluation metrics. Rank-k reveals the
probability that when given a textual description as a query,
at least one matching person image is found in the top-k
candidate list.

5.2. Implementation Details

Model structure. In our experiments, we opt to use DeiT-
Small [41] and ViT-B/16 [6] as the visual backbones and
BERT [4] as the textual backbone, respectively.
Pre-training. The input image resolution is set to 384×128
and the text token length is 100. For all experiments, we use
the AdamW [26] optimizer with a base learning rate of 1e-
5. The learning rate is warmed up for 10% of the total steps
and the batch size is set to 512. The total number of epochs
is 15. The model is pre-trained on 8 Nvidia Tesla V100
GPUs.
Supervised learning. All person images are resized to
384×128 and augmented with random horizontal flipping.
The margin α of the ranking loss is set to 0.2 in both Lrk

and Lpgu. The batch size is 64, and the optimizer used is
Adam [18]. Except for the PGU module, with a learning
rate of 1e-4, the initial learning rate is set to 1e-5 for the
pre-trained textual encoder and 1e-4 for the visual encoder.
The training is conducted on a single Nvidia Tesla V100
GPU.
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Method
CUHK-PEDES ICFG-PEDES
Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-1 Rank-5

UniPT w/o MLM 65.77 83.53 57.35 74.14
UniPT w MLM (UniPT) 66.83 84.16 59.08 75.92

Table 5. Effectiveness of the masked language modeling (MLM)
objective in our UniPT. The visual backbone is DeiT-small [41].

Pre-training
Method

CUHK-PEDES ICFG-PEDES
Type Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-1 Rank-5

Single
w/o Lpgu 60.56 79.09 51.66 69.06
w/ Lpgu 65.30 83.19 57.30 74.18

UniPT
w/o Lpgu 61.99 79.86 54.41 71.10
w/ Lpgu 66.83 84.16 59.08 75.92

Table 6. Effectiveness of the granularity-unified loss Lpgu in the
T2I-ReID supervised learning. “Single” means that the visual and
textual models are pre-trained independently. DeiT-small [41] is
the backbone.

5.3. Effectiveness of UniPT on LUPerson-T

LUPerson-T boosts the T2I-ReID performance. We
compare our LUPerson-T with other generic datasets [33, 4]
in Table 2. Our model, pre-trained on LUPerson-T, achieves
+1.53% and +1.48% improvement in terms of Rank-1 ac-
curacy on CUHK-PEDES and ICFG-PEDES with a DeiT-
small backbone. Furthermore, our pre-trained model also
outperforms the generic pre-trained model on ViT-B/16 by
+1.91% and +1.47%. The underlying reason is that the pre-
vious generic pre-training process, under which visual and
textual models are trained separately, can lead to the mis-
alignment of the visual and textual feature representations,
which harms the performance of the downstream T2I-ReID
tasks. Our UniPT, based on LUPerson-T and containing
pairs of images and pseudo-texts, helps to alleviate this is-
sue to some extent.

Figure 5 presents the visualization of some examples in
LUPerson-T. The pseudo-texts that we generate contain ba-
sic information about each person’s characteristics. The
pre-defined templates and the use of synonym replacement
guarantee the fluidity and diversity of the generated pseudo-
texts.
UniPT improves the visual and textual representations.
Table 3 shows the effectiveness of our unified vision-and-
language pre-training pipeline (UniPT). In the first row in
Table 3, we equip the image-based pre-trained model [28]
on LUPerson [9] as the visual encoder. Compared with
the top two rows, our visual pre-trained model from UniPT
is largely superior than that from [28] by +4.87% and
+10.90% on CUHK-PEDES and ICFG-PEDES. These re-
sults show that our UniPT can boost the visual represen-
tation. Meanwhile, our UniPT can also improve the tex-
tual feature representation. From the bottom two rows in
Table 3, we can see that the textual encoder from UniPT

66.83 66.44 66.28

59.08
58.37 58.57

55

60
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Figure 6. Comparison on different data scales of LUPerson-T.

achieves +1.82% and +0.93% improvement compared with
that from BERT [4] on CUHK-PEDES and ICFG-PEDES.
Therefore, our UniPT pipeline has great merit for both im-
ages and texts.
Our UniPT vs. CLIP [32]. CLIP [32] is also a vision-and-
language pre-training framework, which is trained on a sig-
nificant number of generic image-text pairs (400M private
data pairs). As shown in Table 4, directly using the pre-
trained CLIP visual and textual models as the initial visual
and textual encoders can achieve comparable results. It is
because that the generic image-text pre-training is able to
gain benefit from the training consistency with T2I-ReID,
i.e., both tasks align the visual and textual features. How-
ever, the data in CLIP still suffer due to the existence of a
domain gap between the pre-training and the T2I-ReID task.
Compared on the ViT-B/16 backbone, our UniPT achieves
68.50% Rank-1 accuracy while CLIP achieves only 66.34%
on CUHK-PEDES. It is noted that even though the scale of
data in UniPT is significantly smaller than that of the data
in CLIP, the image–text pairs in the former are specific for
persons. Therefore, the pre-trained models in our UniPT are
better than those in CLIP.

5.4. Ablation Study

Effectiveness of MLM loss in the pre-training. Our
UniPT adopts not only the contrastive loss but also the
mask language modeling (MLM) objective during the pre-
training process. We evaluate the effectiveness of MLM
loss in Table 5. When MLM is removed (i.e., β = 0
in Eq. (7)), the performance drops by 1.06% and 1.73%
compared with using MLM on CUHK-PEDES and ICFG-
PEDES, respectively. The reason may be that the text de-
scriptions are not sufficiently diverse. The MLM makes
the training harder by randomly masking some text tokens,
which helps to prevent over-fitting.
Effectiveness of the granularity-unified loss in the
T2I-ReID supervised learning. The granularity-unified
loss Lpgu with the prototype-based granularity unification
(PGU) module is proposed by [35] to extract granularity-
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Methods Backbone
CUHK-PEDES ICFG-PEDES RSTPReid

Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10

Dual Path [60] ResNet50 44.40 66.26 75.07 38.99 59.44 68.41 - - -
CMPM/C [56] ResNet50 49.37 - 79.27 43.51 65.44 74.26 - - -
A-GANet [25] ResNet50 53.14 74.03 82.95 - - - - - -
TDE [30] ResNet50 55.25 77.46 84.56 - - - - - -
VTA [13] ResNet50 55.32 77.00 84.26 - - - - - -
MIA [29] ResNet50 53.10 75.00 82.90 46.49 67.14 75.18 - - -
SCAN [19] ResNet50 55.86 75.97 83.69 50.05 69.65 77.21 - - -
ViTAA [45] ResNet50 55.97 75.84 83.52 50.98 68.79 75.78 - - -
HGAN [57] ResNet50 59.00 79.49 86.62 - - - - - -
NAFS [12] ResNet50 59.94 79.86 86.70 - - - - - -
DSSL [63] ResNet50 59.98 80.41 87.56 - - - 32.43 55.08 63.19
MGEL [42] ResNet50 60.27 80.01 86.74 - - - - - -
SSAN [5] ResNet50 61.37 80.15 86.73 54.23 72.63 79.53 43.50 67.80 77.15
LapsCore [48] ResNet50 63.40 - 87.80 - - - - - -
LBUL [47] ResNet50 64.04 82.66 87.22 - - - 45.55 68.20 77.85
CAIBC [46] ResNet50 64.43 82.87 88.37 - - - 47.35 69.55 79.00
LGUR [35] ResNet50 64.21 81.94 87.93 57.42 74.97 81.45 46.95 69.90 79.12
AXM-Net [8] - 64.44 80.52 86.77 - - - - - -
LGUR [35] DeiT-small 65.25 83.12 89.00 59.02 75.32 81.56 47.95 71.85 80.25
IVT [36] ViT-B/16 65.59 83.11 89.21 56.04 73.60 80.22 46.70 70.00 78.80
Our UniPT DeiT-small 66.83 84.16 89.42 59.08 75.92 82.08 49.45 72.75 80.35
Our UniPT ViT-B/16 68.50 84.67 90.38 60.09 76.19 82.46 51.85 74.85 82.85

Table 7. Performance comparisons on supervised T2I-ReID tasks on CUHK-PEDES [23], ICFG-PEDES [5] and RSTPReid [63].

Methods Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10

C
→

I

Dual Path [60] 15.41 29.80 38.19
MIA [29] 19.35 36.78 46.42
SCAN [19] 21.27 39.26 48.83
SSAN [5] 24.72 43.43 53.01
SSAN(w/ BERT) [5] 29.24 49.00 58.53
LGUR [35] 34.25 52.58 60.85
Our UniPT (DeiT-small) 35.51 54.25 62.69

I→
C

Dual Path [60] 7.63 17.14 23.52
MIA [29] 10.93 23.77 32.39
SCAN [19] 13.63 28.61 37.05
SSAN [5] 16.68 33.84 43.00
SSAN(w/ BERT) [5] 21.07 38.94 48.54
LGUR [35] 25.44 44.48 54.39
Our UniPT (DeiT-small) 28.48 48.02 57.65

Table 8. Performance comparison on the cross-domain setting.

unified features. In Eq. (7), when γ = 0, the model does
not use Lpgu. We evaluate the effectiveness of Lpgu on
the previous separate pre-training and our UniPT. Table 6
shows that Lpgu can effectively improve the feature repre-
sentation.
Data scale. We provide the performance on various scales
of data in Figure 6. As can be seen from the left two bars, a
higher number of templates improves the performance due
to the increase in the diversity of text descriptions. In con-
trast, including more images with the same number of tem-
plates (right two bars) produces the opposite effect. There
are two key reasons for this. The first is that the templates

and attributes are not sufficiently abundant, meaning that
many images might share the same description. The second
is that selected attribute phrases are not exactly accurate;
thus, more images will result in more noisy text descrip-
tions. We thus use 1.3M image–text pairs with 456 tem-
plates by default.

5.5. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

Comparison on supervised T2I-ReID tasks. As illus-
trated in Table 7, our UniPT outperforms the state-of-the-
art methods on CUHK-PEDES [23], ICFG-PEDES [5] and
RSTPReid [63]. We first compare the performance of our
method on CUHK-PEDES, which achieves 66.83% and
68.50% Rank-1 accuracy based on DeiT-small and ViT-
B/16. LGUR [35] proposed two modules, i.e., a dictionary-
based granularity alignment module and a prototype-based
granularity unification (PGU) module, to learn granularity-
unified representations for both modalities. Here, we only
equip the PGU module on the supervised learning on down-
stream tasks to improve the feature representation. Our
method outperforms LGUR [35] by +1.58% in terms of
Rank-1 accuracy. IVT [36] proposed multi-level alignmen
(MLA) and bidirectional mask modeling (BMM), which en-
able the model to mine finer and more semantic alignments.
Our method outperforms IVT by +2.91% in terms of Rank-
1 accuracy.

We further evaluate our proposed UniPT on ICFG-
PEDES [5] and RSTPReid [63]. On ICFG-PEDES, our
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method achieves 59.08% and 60.09% Rank-1 accuracy re-
spectively based on DeiT-small and ViT-B/16. On RST-
PReid, in a fair comparison, our method outperforms
LGUR [35] by +1.5% with a DeiT-small backbone and sur-
passes IVT [36] by +5.15% with a ViT-B/16 backbone. In
addition, the performance of our method is superior to that
of the previous works LBUL [47] and CAIBC [46], by a
large margin.
Comparison on the domain generalization. Our model is
pre-trained on the proposed LUPerson-T, which contains a
large amount of knowledge derived from various images of
and texts describing pedestrians. Based on this, we con-
jecture that the model might have a good generalization
ability. To verify this, we conduct domain generalization
experiments on two cross-domain settings, following [35]:
CUHK-PEDES to ICFG-PEDES (C→I) and ICFG-PEDES
to CUHK-PEDES (I→C). As shown in Table 8, our archi-
tecture, pre-trained on LUPerson-T, achieves a substantial
improvement compared with other methods. For example,
our model outperforms SSAN (w/ BERT) [5] by +6.27%,
and +7.41% Rank-1 accuracy on C→I and I→C, respec-
tively. Moreover, compared with LGUR [35] which is ded-
icated to narrowing the granularity gap between the tex-
tual and visual feature, we achieve better accuracy overall:
+1.26% and +3.04% on C→I and I→C. These experiments
accordingly demonstrate the domain generalization ability
of our methods.

6. Conclusion

This paper first reveals the data and training inconsis-
tencies between the previous pre-training task and the T2I-
ReID task. To solve this problem, we propose a unified
pre-training paradigm named UniPT for the T2I-ReID task.
Specifically, we build a text-labeled person dataset named
LUPerson-T, in which pseudo-textual descriptions are au-
tomatically generated. Moreover, we apply the vision-and-
language pre-training paradigm for the model pre-training.
Our UniPT shares similar format with the T2I-ReID task
from both data and training scheme perspectives. Extensive
experiments on three benchmarks verify the effectiveness of
our proposed UniPT.
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